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Welcome!
We are thrilled you will be joining us in Houston for the IoT In Action event.
The IoT in Action event will help business and technical decision makers get a
clear understanding of the IoT opportunity from intelligent edge to intelligent
cloud, end-to-end IoT security from the silicon up, and how to accelerate
business transformation through IoT value chain investment. The event will
provide information via keynotes, practical demonstrations, breakout sessions
and community engagement.

Registration and Check-In
Thank you for registering for the event. Your name badge will be ready for pick
up at the event desk in the lobby of Liberty Hall. Bring a government issued ID
or your unique barcode to pick up your badge.

Registration Badge Pick up Hours
Tuesday, April 16th: Registration opens at 8:00am. Please arrive early to
check-in, grab coffee and get seated, sessions will begin promptly at
9:30am

Internet Access

Matchmaking Program
Matchmaking is available from 11:00am in Salon 3 of Liberty Hall.

Tips to enable strong partner engagement!
•

Be on time and introduce yourself.

•

Prepare ahead of time the information you want to share or present in each meeting.

•

Have an idea of what your ideal outcome is and try to determine quickly if each specific meeting
will help you meet your goals.

•

Stay on topic. You only have 15 minutes.

•

If you are bringing a device to show make sure it is powered on, has a full battery and is wiped
clean free of finger prints and smudges.

•

Loop in Microsoft account managers when appropriate.

•

Capture opportunities & any open actions for follow up.

•

Exchange necessary contact information.

Matchmaking Portal: https://iot-sbc-americas.com/matchmaking/login

Ready…Set…Collaborate
•

Check-in at the Matchmaking registration table located in Salon 3.

We are deploying a private wireless network to cover this event. To get onto
the wireless network, open your network access and look for the network
JWMarriott_Conference and use the passcode: Iotinaction.

•

Navigate to the matchmaking portal on your device and log in!

•

Click on the “My Schedule” tab.

•

Send out partner invites via the “Find Partners” tab.

What to Expect

•

Your meeting location or table # will appear in your schedule, indicating where your meetings will
take place.

Dress for this event is business casual. Food and beverage will be provided.
Light breakfast, beverages, lunch and snacks.

•

Check the portal often as more partners may have
sent you last minute meeting requests
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IoT Houston Event Agenda
Time

Session

Speakers

9:30am 10:05am

Executive Keynote: How do you accelerate IoT and optimize opportunities to grow revenue and profitability? Success in IoT requires a
mindset in innovation, in business model and in partnership. This session will share how Microsoft is enabling partners across the IoT
value chain to design, build and scale repeatable IoT solutions from edge to cloud.

Rodney Clark, Vice President IoT Sales, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Mayor Sylvester Turner, Mayor, City of Houston

Intelligent Edge and Intelligent Cloud & Addressing the Challenges of IoT Security with Azure Sphere: Learn how organizations
around the world are building and securing the next generation of end-to-end IoT solutions. The rapid evolution of IoT capabilities
affords unprecedented opportunities for business innovation and also new risks to manage. Learn how you can simplify your IoT
journey, secure your solutions from device to the cloud and take advantage of more choice and openness to create enterprise-grade IoT
and edge solutions.

Intelligent Edge and Intelligent Cloud:
Ayman Husain, Director, Customer Success, Intelligent Cloud, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Daniel Rodriguez, UDT

10:05am 10:50am

Addressing the Challenges of IoT Security with Azure Sphere:
Danielle Damasius, Principle PM, Azure Sphere, Microsoft

10:50am 11:20am

Morning Break/Solution Showcase

11:20am 12:00pm

Building Intelligent Edge Solutions with Microsoft IoT and other Technology Programs: Learn how innovations in IoT Edge
technologies, Cognitive Services, and Artificial Intelligence can be easily leveraged to enhance IoT solutions – from simple to complex
scenarios. Learn how Distributors, SIs, and OEMs can work together to design, build and deploy scalable, repeatable solutions.

Sarah Maston, Cloud Solution Architect, Microsoft & Analisa Roberts,
Director, WW IoT Partner Marketing, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Ben Kotvis, Managing Architect, Insight Digital Innovation

The 4 Steps of Digital Transformation: Learn about the four stages of digital transformation which companies go through as they
leverage the capabilities of the Intelligent Cloud and the Intelligent Edge. Learn how to develop profitable, sustainable and scalable
business models in a variety of partnership and commercial scenarios. Learn how to save money for you and your customers, and how
to monetize new opportunities.

Morgan Riley, Principal Solution Specialist, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Geethike de Silva, North American Sales Channel Manager,
Iconics; Jim Maury, VP of Sales, Fathym; Indy Chakrabarti, Senior Vice
President of Strategy and Marketing, E&P Software, Emerson Automation
Solutions
Cameron Carr, Director of IoT Strategy and Scale, Microsoft

12:55pm 1:15pm

Smart City Initiative: With breakthroughs in IoT, AI and Cloud platforms over the past 5 years, we are today living in an age where the
very idea of what it means to be a city, and how a city operates are under major digital transformation. Cities are more than just city
governments, they are a public/private partnership between citizens, businesses, academia and the government itself. In the coming
years, the ability to work together toward common goals leveraging the power of new technology platforms will drive unprecedented
efficiencies, safety, livability and overall quality of life benefits that far surpass advances made in the past century. As the collective of
humanity, there is no question about the need to embrace these dynamics and capabilities, but as stewards for the next generation and
generations of humans to come, we have to ask ourselves fundamental questions about how to build this new society in a scalable,
manageable and secure way. This session will cover the promise of the smart city revolution and the underlying technologies, as well as
the social responsibility we have to society as a whole as we shape the future of our collective experience.

1:15pm 2:15pm

Lunch

12:00pm 12:55pm

IoT Houston Event Agenda
Sessions

Smart City Break Outs

2:15pm - 2:40pm
Partner Case Study: Smart City Ecosystem:
Learn how IoT is transforming the city of Houston with cutting-edge Azure IoT solutions, helping build smarter and
safer cities.

1:45pm - 2:30pm
M12 (Microsoft’s Venture Fund): Driving “Digital Signal” and Innovation Partnerships:
At M12 (Microsoft’s Venture Fund) we are building tomorrow’s future by giving entrepreneurs unparalleled access
to Microsoft’s ecosystem, including Partners and Customers. The entrepreneurs we invest in are building the next
generation of technology, spanning big data and analytics, business SaaS, cloud infrastructure, AI/machine
learning, productivity, security, and emerging technologies. We are thrilled to highlight four portfolio companies
enabling unique Smart Cities scenarios: AirMap, Airobotics, and ZenCity. Join this session to hear from leaders of
these compelling businesses and discover how you can partner with them to drive smart innovation.

Michael Kuptz, GM America Device Experiences - IoT, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Bob Carter, Commercial Head, Business Development for State, Local and Education Practice U.S.,
Genetec

Christina Pluta, Venture Capital Business Development, M12 (Microsoft’s Venture Fund), Microsoft
Guest Speakers: Eyal Feder-Levy, CEO and Co-Founder, ZenCity; Ben Marcus, Co-Founder and Chairman, Airmap
& Ran Krauss, CEO, Airobotics
2:40pm - 3:05pm
Partner Case Study: Industrial IoT:
Learn how IoT is transforming the Energy & Industrial Automation industries with cutting-edge Azure IoT solutions
which are improving safety, manufacturing efficiency and revolutionizing how buildings are being built.

Michael Kuptz, GM America Device Experiences - IoT, Microsoft
Guest Speakers: Ed Moore, Enterprise Architecture and Strategy Manager, Chevron & Daniel Kranz, Process
Engineering & Automation Unit, Chevron

2:30pm - 3:40pm
Brookings Institute Workforce Roundtable: Building a 21st Century Workforce:
As we’ve witnessed over the past 20 years, new technology also inevitably raises complex questions and broad
societal concerns. As we look to a future powered by a partnership between computers and humans, it’s important
that we address these challenges head-on. This session will explore topics related to developing a workforce
necessary to support economic growth and innovation in an era of digital transformation. The session will
highlight research from Brooking’s Institution Fellow and Deputy Director, Alan Berube and will feature an
interactive panel discussion with leaders from across multiple industry sectors.
Raamel Mitchell, Citizenship and Public Affairs Director, Microsoft & Dana Barnes, Vice President, State & Local
Government Enterprise Operating Unit, Microsoft
Guest Speakers: Alan Berube, Senior Fellow and Deputy Director - Metropolitan Policy Program, Brookings
Institution

3:05pm - 3:35pm
Partner Case Study: Bringing Drone Technology to the Enterprise:
Drones are increasing efficiency and improving worker safety across a wide variety of industries, including energy,
construction, and public safety. While the benefits of drones have been proven, wide-scale implementation has
been bogged-down in complexity and uncertainty. Learn how Measure, the leader in aerial intelligence, is
leveraging cloud-based technology to streamline drone operations and reduce risk, making it easier for enterprises
to benefit from drone technology at scale.

3:40pm - 4:25pm
Houston Exponential: Innovation for the Future
Guest Speakers: Ed Moore, Enterprise Architecture and Strategy Manager, Chevron; Jon Nordby, Director of
Strategy, Houston Exponential; Brian Richards, Managing Director, Accenture

Dinesh Narayanan, Head of Device Incubation, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Brandon Torres, Declet Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder, Measure
All-Day
Partner-Customer Matchmaking: Use our online Matchmaking Tool to meet partners and customers who are looking for new partnership opportunities to design, build and deploy new IoT solutions.
All-Day
Sponsored Partner Solution Showcase: Explore our Partner IoT Solution Showcase that will demonstrate the strength in innovation the Microsoft IoT Partner ecosystem is driving in key verticals in collaboration with Microsoft partner
ecosystem.

Windows IoT Community Event
Join us after the IoT In Action event for an exclusive update on the Windows IoT
roadmap. Attending this community event will be a great opportunity for you to
share your innovative IoT solution ideas with our Windows IoT product team and
the Microsoft partner ecosystem. Light food & beverages provided.

When: 5:00-7:00pm
Where: Grand Ballroom Salon A

Partners
Solution Aggregators

Expo Sponsors

Solution Showcase

Azure Sphere

Solution Showcase
We encourage you to spend some time with our selected partners in the Solution Showcase located
throughout the expo hall. Many of our partners will be on hand to give each attendee a look at some of
the successful solutions deployed across the IoT ecosystem.

github.com/BlueMetal/iot-edge-dynocard

www.mobiliya.com

www.wipro.com/en-US/

Oil and Gas companies want to operate the
sucker pumps in an efficient, safe and
environmentally responsible manner.
Companies use dynamometers (dyno) surveys
to determine the condition of the pump
operating beneath the ground or downhole.
Medium to large oil companies can have
thousands of these pumps scattered
throughout remote areas of the world. It is very
costly to inspect thousands of Dyno Cards
individually.

IoT is all about the network of physical objects
powered with embedded technology to sense
and communicate the data about the internal
or external environment. Mobiliya is ushering a
new era for its customer through the Internet
of Things. The power of IoT is bringing in
operational efficiency, information for decision
making and a connected ecosystem that is
enabling each device, equipment or machinery
to be connected to the processing power of the
cloud.

Wipro Limited is a leading global information technology,
consulting and business process services company. We
harness the power of cognitive computing, hyperautomation, robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt to the digital world
and make them successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio of services,
strong commitment to sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have over 160,000 dedicated employees
serving clients across six continents. Together, we
discover ideas and connect the dots to build a better and
a bold new future.

Solution Aggregators available to connect in the Expo
Area

www.arrow.com

www.synnexcorp.com

www.techdata.com

Arrow Electronics provide Global solutions for
today’s complex customer engagements.
Through our dedicated channels of Arrow Global
Components, Arrow Intelligent Systems, Arrow
Enterprise Computing Solutions and Arrow
Sustainable Technology Solutions, we cover your
company’s ideas from cradle to the grave.
Providing a complete Sensor to Sunset solution,
Arrow is the ideal global partner to take your
ideas and turn them into the next IoT revolution.

SYNNEX brings the most relevant technology
solutions to the IT and consumer electronics
markets to help our partners sustainably grow their
business. We distribute more than 30,000
technology products from more than 300 of the
world’s leading and emerging manufacturers, and
provide complete solutions to more than 20,000
resellers and retail customers in the U.S., Canada,
and Japan. As part of our value-added services,
SYNNEX provides a variety of professional and
marketing services, including education and
training; pre- and post-sales support; end-user
enablement; server assessment; design and
integration; product lifecycle support; contract
design and assembly; and IT resource planning.

From the smart phone in a user’s hand to complex
solutions powering a global enterprise, Tech Data
connects the world with the power of technology.
Our end-to-end portfolio of products, services and
solutions, highly specialized skills and expertise in
next-generation technologies enable channel
partners to bring to market the products and
solutions the world needs to connect, grow and
advance.

Visit with our innovative sponsors in the Expo Area
www.advantech.com

www.airmap.com

www.avigilon.com/blue

Advantech’s corporate vision is to enable an
intelligent planet. The company is a global
leader in the fields of IoT intelligent systems
and embedded platforms. To embrace the
trends of IoT, big data, and artificial
intelligence, Advantech promotes IoT hardware
and software solutions with the Edge
Intelligence WISE-PaaS core to assist business
partners and clients in connecting their
industrial chains. Advantech is also working
with business partners to co-create business
ecosystems that accelerate the goal of
industrial intelligence.

AirMap is an airspace expert that helps
enterprises, all over the world, get the most out
of their drone technology. We do this by
helping them navigate the complexities of
mission approvals, deployment, and airspace
awareness, so drone fleets can operate in a way
that’s safe, efficient, and compliant with
airspace regulations. At any scale.

Avigilon Blue is a cloud-based video
surveillance and security platform. It offers a
plug-and play solution that works with almost
any camera, so businesses can self-monitor
their physical sites. In addition, video analytics
and automated notifications highlight
suspicious activities on properties. A mobile
app enables users to access this information on
any device.

www.bsquare.com

www.cmcm.com

www.berhtechnologies.com

For over 25 years, Bsquare has helped more
than 1,000 companies develop intelligent
products and devices, connect them, and use
the resulting data to drive better business
outcomes. Our expertise spans from devicelevel engineering to cloud integration to
advanced data science and machine learning.
We’re deeply partnered with Amazon Web
Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure—the
largest cloud providers on the planet.

Cheetah Mobile (NYSE: CMCM) is a leading
mobile internet company dedicated to making
the world smarter. The company was
established in corporations. Until now, the
company has attracted nearly 600 million
global MAUs, of which 70% were from
overseas. At present, Cheetah has formed an
AI-based four-wheel drive growth pattern
including tools, internet entertainment, robots
and investments, which continues to provide
internal motivation for enterprise development.

Behr Technologies Inc. (BTI) is a worldwide
licensee of MIOTY™, a leading wireless
communication technology for Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT). The company is
focused on commercializing, licensing, and
supporting the MIOTY technology through
partnerships with industry-leading technology
providers, and the development of new MIOTYbased products and applications for the IIoT
marketplace.

Visit with our innovative sponsors in the Expo Area
www.BeSafe.net

flex.com

www.genetec.com

BeSafe’s school security and workplace safety
system facilitates the sharing of critical
information between school administrators,
facilities management and emergency first
responders in real time.

Flex delivers innovative design, engineering,
manufacturing, real-time supply chain insight
and logistics services to companies of all sizes
in various industries and end-markets. With
unrivalled expertise (https://flex.com/expertise)
across every major industry, Flex empowers
leading companies to flawlessly develop and
launch their next innovation at scale, from
ideation, through design and development, to
market—and beyond.

Genetec is focused on delivering innovation
that makes life work better. As the industry
leader in IP-based security solutions, it’s our
aim to minimize the unknown. We build
resilient, connected solutions that help cities
protect, understand, and enhance the world
around them. Our solutions go beyond
security. They provide operational insights that
allow leaders to improve their operation and
master their environment.

www.hpe.com

www.iconics.com

www.logicsupply.com/thinmanager-thinclient

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is a global
technology leader focused on developing
intelligent solutions that allow customers to
capture, analyze and act upon data seamlessly
from edge to core to cloud. HPE enables
customers to accelerate business outcomes

ICONICS IoTWorX™ combines new IoT software
technology with affordable IoT devices to create
secure cloud-ready solutions for energy, building
automation, manufacturing, and industrial
applications. Based on ICONICS’ proven
HMI/SCADA, analytics, and mobile products, a
new generation of SaaS and IoT applications are
now possible with IoTWorX. The convergence of
these powerful technologies provides simple yet
highly secure real-time, site-to-cloud
communications, truly leveraging the benefits of
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industry
4.0 standards.

The combination of Logic Supply hardware and
the ThinManager software package allows for
reliable centralized server management of an
entire network of user terminals. Logic Supply's
line of ThinManager-ready hardware is
currently being utilized by global leaders in
manufacturing, energy, smart agriculture and
logistics, among many others.

Visit with our innovative sponsors in the Expo Area
www.majik.io

www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/b/home

www.moxa.com

MAJiK’s IoT solution connects directly to Capital
Equipment in industrial facilities to provide
real-time data to help you monitor, analyze,
and optimize your operations. We use the
native protocols of each piece of equipment’s
industrial controls to retrieve information
automatically and transform it into data
required for dashboards, visualizations, and
analytics. No hardware, no re-programming,
and NO Downtime required!

Microsoft Store is the best place to discover the
latest and greatest devices and software
created and designed by Microsoft. See our
newest products, learn what's trending, and
explore the things you already love at Microsoft
Store. From Office and Windows to Surface,
Xbox consoles, mixed reality headsets, and
more, Microsoft Store is your first and best
destination to discover everything you can do
with Microsoft.

Moxa is a leading provider of edge
connectivity, industrial computing, and network
infrastructure solutions for enabling
connectivity for the Industrial Internet of
Things.

www.scaleoutsoftware.com

www.stealthpower.net

zencity.io

ScaleOut Software develops in-memory data
grid software for streaming analytics that
provide immediate feedback and capture
opportunities in real time. ScaleOut’s software
platform offers breakthrough technology for
creating digital twin models of data sources,
enabling deeper introspection than previously
possible. ScaleOut’s products have been
deployed on mission-critical systems since
2005.

Stealth Power is the leader in mobile power
and idle-reduction technology. They develop
and produce smart mobile systems for fleets
seeking mobile auxiliary power or idlereduction solutions, or for organizations
seeking wireless, remote or hybrid generator
power.

Zencity uses AI and big data to reinvent the way
local governments make decisions. With minimal
integration, we gather and analyze millions of
data points from online and offline resident
interactions. Then we distill reliable, actionable
insights from the data to help local governments
better prioritize resources, track performance and
connect with their communities.

Thank you to our Guest Speakers
Mayor Sylvester Turner
Mayor
City of Houston

Elected in December 2015, Sylvester Turner is serving his first
four-year term as Houston’s 62nd mayor. Since taking office,
Mayor Turner eliminated a $160 million budget shortfall in
record time; led the city’s remarkable rebound from Hurricane
Harvey; championed historic pension reform; cheered on the
2017 World Series-winning Houston Astros; hosted a successful
Super Bowl LI; expanded municipal investments in renewable
energy and led the winning bid to host the World Petroleum
Congress in 2020.

Ran Krauss
CEO
Airobotics

Ran Krauss is a leader and an influencer in the drone industry,
working at the intersection of robotics, practical aviation and
drone flight. Adept at developing new markets, creating
successful products, and building teams with extensive
technological expertise, Ran co-founded Airobotics with Meir
Kliner in 2014 with the mindset of creating an end-to-end, fully
automated drone solution for collecting aerial data and gaining
invaluable business insights. Ran is the first licensed commercial
UAV pilot in Israel, having assisted the Civil Aviation Authority in
Israel to establish regulation for commercial UAV operation in
2011. Ran studied Industrial Engineering at Ben Gurion
University from 2008-2012.

Indy Chakrabarti

Senior Vice President of Strategy and Marketing, E&P
Software
Emerson Automation Solutions
Indy Chakrabarti is senior vice president of strategy and
marketing for exploration and production software at Emerson
Automation Solutions. He is responsible for advising on product
and marketing direction. Chakrabarti has more than 20 years of
experience in product strategy, corporate marketing and
product management. He began his career in 1998 and has
worked for leading software and oil and gas companies.
Chakrabarti joined Paradigm (acquired by Emerson in
December 2017) in 2013 in the role of senior vice president of
product management and strategy. Prior to that, he held
positions as the vice president of strategic marketing at
MicroSeismic Inc. and chief marketing officer at Seismic MicroTechnology (SMT).

Thank you to our Guest Speakers
Ben Kotvis

Geethike de Silva

Ben has been with Insight Digital Innovation for two years and
is responsible for managing architects and developers as well
as ensuring project delivery. He has been building with IoT
solutions for a number of years in areas like industrial,
residential, agriculture and heavy machinery. He has been
writing software in .NET to solve business problems by
introducing automation and building robust, cloud-based
applications. He has worked in many industries including
service-based organizations, lecture capture software, and
commercial insurance. His passion is to be able to deliver
value to his customers as well as building solutions where
scaling and performance are part of the design from the first
line of code to go-live.

Brandon Torres Declet

Managing Architect
Insight Digital Innovation

Jim Maury
VP of Sales
Fathym

Jim Maury has nearly three decades of experience in
developing advanced software-centric solutions across multiple
industries and functional domains. Mr. Maury is currently the VP
of Sales at Fathym Inc., where he has focused on creating a GoTo-Market strategy and scalable partner ecosystem for the
WeatherCloud road weather product suite. Prior to joining
Fathym, Mr. Maury was the Co-Founder and CRO of Global
Weather Corporation. He was responsible for revenue
generation and overall sales channel execution, where he
delivered more than 60% of the total revenue for the company.

North American Sales Channel Manager
ICONICS

Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder
Measure
Brandon is widely considered a leading thinker and
entrepreneur in the drone industry. He co-founded Measure, a
drone services company, in June 2014 and, as CEO, grew the
company to the top 5% of drone firms by revenue. Brandon
began his career in the private sector supporting the
Departments of Defense and Homeland Security. In public
service, he has served in senior level positions for the NYPD, the
Senate Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, and the House
Homeland Security Committee. Brandon served on the FAA
Drone Registration Task Force, and he authored the largest
Section 333 exemption ever granted by the FAA, a milestone
that led to the issuance of Part 107 in August 2016. In 2018,
Brandon was appointed as a Senior Advisor to Oxford
University's Centre for Technology and Global Affairs and
named by Washingtonian Magazine as a 2018 Tech Titan.

Thank you to our Guest Speakers
Bob Carter

Commercial Head, Business Development for State, Local
and Education Practice U.S.
Genetec

Alan Berube

Senior Fellow and Deputy Director - Metropolitan Policy
Program
Brookings Institution
Alan Berube is senior fellow and deputy director at the
Brookings Institution Metropolitan Policy Program. In this role
he coordinates and amplifies research from across Brookings
Metro on how to strengthen economic opportunity in regions,
cities, and communities. Alan has also authored dozens of
Brookings publications on economic and demographic trends
in metropolitan areas, social policies affecting families and
communities, and the role of cities in a globalizing economy. He
is co-author of Confronting Suburban Poverty in America
(Brookings Press, 2013).

Eyal Feder-Levy

CEO and Co-Founder
ZenCity
Eyal is the CEO and Co-Founder of ZenCity, a Tel-Aviv based
startup helping local governments around the world make
better decisions daily by analyzing millions of citizen feedback
data points using advanced AI. Before founding ZenCity, Eyal,
an urban planner by profession, was part of the founding team
of “City Center,” Tel Aviv University’s Interdisciplinary Center for
Cities and Urbanism, where he led several Smart City programs.
Apart from ZenCity and academic work, Eyal is part of World
Economic Forum's Future of Cities advisory board, a member of
the US Conference of Mayors Business Council, and was the
youngest board member of the Israeli Urban Planners’
Association.

Ben Marcus

Co-Founder and Chairman
Airmap
Ben Marcus is co-founder and Chairman of AirMap, the world’s
leading airspace management platform for UAS. Millions of
UAS, hundreds of industry developers, and hundreds of
airspace managers and stakeholders rely on AirMap’s airspace
intelligence and services to fly safely and communicate with
others in low-altitude airspace. AirMap connects the majority of
the world’s UAS to airspace authorities through integrations
with major drone manufacturers and applications. Deployed in
Switzerland, Czech Republic, Japan, and the United States,
AirMap leads the industry in delivering technology solutions
globally for UAS Traffic Management (UTM) and U-space to
enable safe and responsible drone operations at scale.

Thank you to our Guest Speakers
Ed Moore

Jon Nordby

Mr. Moore is a Sr. Technology Strategist with Chevron
Emerging Technology Company with a degree from Texas A&M
University in Electrical Engineering. He has over 25 years of
experience in the energy industry in a variety of position from
field engineer for Schlumberger, successful startup founder,
Director of Technology for AspenTech to his current role
managing the IIoT R&D Technology Area for Chevron. With
over two decades of solution and enterprise architecture
experience across the energy industry as well as Chemical and
Pharmaceuticals, he brings a breadth of experience to the
quickly evolving Industrial Internet of Things space. His current
focus is on how IIoT can enable the digitization of the Energy
Industry.

Jon leads strategy creation and execution for Houston
Exponential (HX). HX works with Startups, Corporations,
Investors, Academia and Government to be a catalyst for
Houston’s Innovation Economy and Startup Ecosystem. Prior to
HX, Jon was the Vice President of Innovation and Talent at the
Greater Houston Partnership where he oversaw development
and execution for two of the Partnership’s strategic initiatives
designed to attract more young talent to the Houston region
and create opportunities for high-impact startups to launch,
grow and exit in Houston. Jon has a background in consulting
and entrepreneurship.

Enterprise Architecture and Strategy Manager
Chevron

Director of Strategy
Houston Exponential

Daniel Kranz

Brian Richards

Process Engineering & Automation Unit
Chevron

Brian has spent his career focused on helping senior leaders at
large, industrial companies, drive greater innovation using
digital technologies. He is currently the Innovation Lead for
Accenture in the Southwest Region and the Managing
Director for Accenture’s Houston Innovation Hub which he
has led from conception to its launch in February 2018. The
Hub now has over 55+ amazing people, conducted 250+
workshops, and is delivering innovative projects in machine
learning, video analytics, remote operations, and much more.

Daniel Rodriguez

Managing Director
Accenture

UDT

Thank you to our Speakers
Rodney Clark

Vice President IoT Sales
Microsoft
Rodney Clark is the Vice President of the Worldwide Internet
of Things Device Experience and Mixed Reality Sales team. In
this role, Rodney is responsible for building Intelligent
Solutions, from edge to cloud, with the more than 9,000
ecosystem partners, and driving sales and go to market
execution to accelerate partner solution deployment.

Michael Kuptz

GM America Device Experiences - IoT
Microsoft
An information technologist with global experience in
designing, deploying and managing new product launches
and unique technology solutions across multiple industries
and market segments. Success across domestic and
international hardware and software sales, services, and
operations, inclusive of product design, business
development, sales and new routes to market.

Christina Pluta

Venture Capital Business Development, M12 (Microsoft’s
Venture Fund)
Microsoft
Christina is a Venture Capital Business Development leader with
M12 (Microsoft’s Venture Fund) and works closely with the
fund’s leading Public Sector companies: ZenCity, Airobotics,
and AirMap. She joined M12 from the Cloud & AI Corporate
Strategy team where she worked on a wide range of projects
including strategy for BizApps, IoT, Azure, and Synthetic
Biology.

Dana Barnes

Vice President, State & Local Government Enterprise
Operating Unit
Microsoft
Dana Barnes is the Vice President for Microsoft’s State & Local
Government Enterprise Operating Unit. In this role, he is
responsible for working with customers and partners to deliver
technology solutions that deliver results, enable digital
transformation, and enhance services for citizens and
constituents. Prior to his current role, he served as Microsoft’s
General Manager for National Security. In this role he leveraged
his extensive background in sales and technology to lead the
sales organization in providing strategic support to the US
Government. His teams delivered solutions that focused on
providing mission critical systems, enabling workplace
productivity, datacenter modernization and cloud solutions
driving digital transformation.

Thank you to our Speakers
Analisa Roberts

Director, WW IoT Partner Marketing
Microsoft
Analisa leads the marketing for Intelligent Edge solutions and
is focused on how Microsoft can go to market with our
partners. Across the portfolio of Intelligent Edge solutions,
Analisa is responsible for the solutions value proposition,
global marketing strategy, and supporting partner co-sell
motions. She also works in partnership with product
marketing, engineering and sales to provide training,
resources and programs to reduce barriers, foster beneficial
relationships and enable partners to confidently bring
Intelligent Edge solutions to market.

Morgan Riley

Principal Solution Specialist
Microsoft

Danielle Damasius

Principle PM, Azure Sphere
Microsoft

Sarah Maston

Cloud Solution Architect
Microsoft
Sarah Maston is a cloud solution architect in the Partner Device
Solutions (PDS) IoT Solutions group at Microsoft. She is the IoT
Solutions Lead for Microsoft’s Partner Ecosystem in the
Americas. She specializes in process architecture and data
solution architecture.

Thank you to our Speakers
Dinesh Narayanan

Head of Device Incubation
Microsoft

Cameron Carr

Director of IoT Strategy and Scale
Microsoft
Cameron leads the Microsoft "through partner" IoT strategy
and scale initiatives. He looks to partner with great companies
to produce impactful and repeatable end-to-end IoT Solutions
together. Cameron provides: expertise; process; development
assistance; clarity of vision; co-investment; ecosystem
matchmaking; and program management capabilities to enable
Microsoft partners to achieve more, together. Cameron’s team
is responsible for delivering the strategy, business development
efforts, programs and tools that enable our partner facing
organization to scale, and help more partners deliver their best.

Raamel Mitchell

Citizenship and Public Affairs Director
Microsoft
Raamel Mitchell currently serves as the Public Affairs and
Citizenship Director for the central United States. In addition to
his Public Affairs role, Raamel serves as the Las Colinas Campus
Director and is also the U.S. Citizenship liaison for Microsoft
TechSpark, IoT (Smart Cities), NASA, and the U.S. Data Center
team. In his Public Affairs and Citizenship capacity, Raamel is
responsible for philanthropic and community affairs
investments for 18 states and is responsible for building public
private partnerships, as well as, industry consortiums comprised
of federal, state and local government entities, academic
institutions, Fortune 500 companies and non-profit
organizations. He currently leads a team that drives initiatives
focused on impacting digital transformation across multiple
industry sectors, as well as, initiatives that support STEM
education, workforce development, entrepreneurship, and civic
innovation.

Ayman Husain

Director, Customer Success – Intelligent Cloud
Microsoft
Ayman Husain is a technologist, IT strategist, consultant and a
cloud architect specializing in modern application design, cloud
IT infrastructure, and hyper-scale data center solutions. As an
experienced transformation leader, Ayman manages the digital
transformation and intelligent cloud adoption journey for
Microsoft customers.

Transportation Information
Location
JW Marriott Houston by the Galleria
5150 Westheimer Road
Houston, Texas 77056, USA

By Taxi
Taxis are available to take you directly to JW Marriott Houston by
The Galleria. The journey costs approximately $55-$65 (one way).

From William P Hobby Airport (HOU)
Take Airport Blvd. to 45 North to 610 West/North. Exit Westheimer
and turn left. Hotel is past the 2nd stop light (McCue St.) on the
right before Sage Rd.

From George Bush Intercontinental Airport
(IAH)
Take JFK Blvd to Beltway 8 West to 45 South to 610 West/South.
Exit Westheimer and turn right. Hotel entrance is past the 2nd stop
light (McCue St.) on the right before Sage Rd.

Transportation Information
By Shuttle Bus
The hotel does not provide shuttle service. The SuperShuttle is
available from William P Hobby Airport (HOU) and George Bush
Intercontinental Airport (IAH) for $25 (one way). Reservations are
required.

Parking
Electric car charging stations: 2, Complimentary
Valet parking, fee: 42 USD daily
Over-sized vehicles to be charged $46.00 plus tax.
Additional Transportation Information:
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/fact-sheet/travel/houjw-jwmarriott-houston-by-the-galleria/
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